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How do I give voice 
to my quests so that other 
women can take what they 
need from my experiences?  
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Why can’t 
it be simple?  
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How do we imagine 
and struggle for a democracy 

that does not spawn forms 
of terror, that does not spawn 

war, that does not need 
enemies for its sustenance?  
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Why is it that we learn 
to fear terrorism but not 

racism, not sexism, 
not homophobia?  
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When Osama bin Laden 
becomes the personification 

of evil, who represents its 
twin force of good?  
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What does it mean 
to claim that the United States 

of America is a democratic society, 
but that this democracy relies 

fundamentally on carceral 
institutions, as it also relies 

on the death penalty?  
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Why do we in this country 
find it so difficult to imagine 
a society in which prisons 

are not such a prominent feature 
of the geographical and social 

landscape?  
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How can we imagine 
a society in which race 

and class are not primary 
determinants of punishment?  
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If the penitentiary’s 
internal regime resembled 

that of the plantation so closely 
that the two were often loosely 
equated, how could the prison 
possibly function to rehabilitate 

criminals?  
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Are you sure 
everything 
is all right?  
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Why do we 
Take Prisions 
for Granted? 

 
The Collected 
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of Angela Davis
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Prison Reform or Prison Abolition?

Are we willing to relegate ever larger 
numbers of people from racially oppressed 

communities to an isolated existence 
marked by authoritarian regimes, violence, 

disease, and technologies of seclusion 
that produce severe mental instability?

Why were people so quick to assume 
that locking away an increasingly large 

proportion of the U.S. population 
would help those who live in the free 
world feel safer and more secure? 

Why do prisons tend to make people 
think that their own rights and 
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How can we take seriously the 
strategies of restorative, rather than 

exclusively, punitive justice?

“If the penitentiary’s internal regime 
resembled that of the plantation so 

closely that the two were often loosely 
equated, how could the prison possibly 

function to rehabilitate criminals?”

What is the relationship between these 
historical expressions of racism and 
the role of the prison system today?

Are prisons racist institutions? 

Is racism so deeply entrenched 
in the institution of the prison that 
it is not possible to eliminate one 

without eliminating the other?

If the prison continues to dominate the 
landscape of punishment throughout this 

century and into the next, what might 

2

liberties are more secure than they 
would be if prisons did not exist?

What other reasons might there have been 
for the rapidity with which prisons began 
to colonize the Californian landscape?

Why do we take prison for granted?

What, for example, do we miss if we try 
to think about prison expansion without 

addressing larger economic developments?

Why was there no great outcry? 

Why was there such an obvious 
level of comfort with the prospect 

of so many new prisons?

How can we move to decriminalize drug 
use and the trade in sexual services? 
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“What’s the use of building your body 
if you can’t build your mind?”

“You mean they really put their hands 
inside you, to search you?”

“What happens if you refuse?”

But why is an understanding of the 
pervasiveness of sexual abuse in women’s 
prisons an important element of a radical 

analysis of the prison system, and 
especially of those forward-looking analyses 

that lead us in the direction of abolition?

How often do we encounter the 
phrase “crime and punishment”? 

To what extent has the perpetual repetition 
of the phrase “crime and punishment” 

in literature, as titles of television 
shows, both fictional and documentary, 

and in everyday conversation made 

await coming generations of impoverished 
African-Americans, Latinos, Native 
Americans, and Asian-Americans?

What might the future hold if the 
prison system acquires an even 
greater presence in our society?

Why would 18th and 19th century 
reformers become so invested in 
creating conditions of punishment 

based on solitary confinement?

What societal interest is served by 
prisoners who remain illiterate? 

What social benefit is there in ignorance? 

How are people corrected while imprisoned 
if their education is outlawed?

 
Who profits (other than the prison 

establishment itself) from stupid prisoners?
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“Abolition? Where do you put 
the prisoners? The ‘criminals’? 

What’s the alternative?”

If jails and prisons are to be abolished, 
then what will replace them?

Why should it be so difficult to 
imagine alternatives to our current 

system of incarceration?

What, then, would it mean to imagine a 
system in which punishment is not allowed 
to become the source of corporate profit? 

How can we imagine a society in 
which race and class are not primary 

determinants of punishment? 

Or one in which punishment itself 
is no longer the central concern 

in the making of justice?

it extremely difficult to think about 
punishment beyond this connection? 

How have these portrayals located the 
prison in a causal relation to crime as 
a natural, necessary, and permanent 

effect, thus inhibiting serious debates 
about the viability of the prison today?

How, then, do we accomplish this balancing 
act of passionately attending to the needs 

of prisoners—calling for less violent 
conditions, an end to state sexual assault, 
improved physical and mental health care, 
greater access to drug programs, better 

educational work opportunities, unionization 
of prison labor, more connections with 
families and communities, shorter or 

alternative sentencing—and at the same 
time call for alternatives to sentencing 

altogether, no more prison construction, 
and abolitionist strategies that question 

the place of the prison in our future?
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 Maurice Bishop?

Who could have imagined in 1964, when 
Fannie Lou Hamer tried to gain entrance 
for the Mississippi Freedom Democratic 

Party into the Democratic Party convention, 
that we would have been able to elect 

forty black people to Congress, including 
a black woman to the U.S. Senate? 

And even more important, who would 
have imagined that this black woman in 
the Senate, heir to Fannie Lou Hamer, 

would sponsor one of the most repressive 
provisions of the recent crime bill?

In the aftermath of the collapse of 
socialism, and in the context of many 

problematic regimes throughout 
Africa, how can we extol Bill Clinton 

as a symbol of radical change? 

Why was he so resistant to the single-
payer initiative in health care?

“What will happen to the 
murderers and rapists?”

“Why do these terrible things happen?”

“If only a new Black Panther Party could 
be organized, then we could seriously 

deal with The Man, you know?”

How old was Dr. Martin Luther King 
when he became the spokesperson 
for the Montgomery bus boycott?

How old was Diane Nash?

How old was Huey Newton?

Fidel Castro? 

Nelson Mandela? 

Amilcar Cabral? 

Jacqueline Creft?
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in the law-and-order rhetoric he has 
inherited and uncritically embraced? 

 
Why is there such a paucity of alternatives?

Why the readiness to take on a discourse 
and entertain policies and ideological 

strategies that are so laden with racism? 

But I want to know, for example, why there 
were not more women on the senior staff?

Why is it not obvious that any successful 
effort to save black men is destined to fail if 
it relies on the subjugation of black women? 

How did you become an activist?

What led to your decision to 
become an activist? 

What pivotal event was responsible for 
your lifelong commitment to social justice?

Why was this crime bill more 
important than a jobs bill? 

But where will they find jobs? 

In 1994, why is it so easy to 
forget full employment, health 
care, education, recreation? 

 
Why is there such widespread acceptance 

of Clinton’s law-and-order posturing?
 

Who is benefiting from these 
ominous new developments?

 
We therefore ask: How many more 

black bodies will be sacrified on 
the altar of law and order?

 
Why has it been so difficult to 
openly address issues of the 
social construction of race?

 
Why haven’t we more effectively 

challenged Clinton’s erasure of race 
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How will they pay for child care in 
order to guarantee the conditions 

that will allow them to work? 

What will happen to these women, 
who have been made to embody 

the enemy of society?

What was Nike’s response to this report?

Are there any members of the college 
basketball team here this evening?

 
Basketball teams usually swear 

on their Nikes, don’t they?

But what about people who have 
not acquired the skills and discipline 

to study for hours on end?

How will they survive?
In the years to come, to what extent 

will prisons create more mental 

When did I really become an activist?

What actually led me to commit 
my life to social justice work?

How many rich people are in prison?

How can we account for these 
new developments?

Why are we not up in arms about 
the soaring number of prisons 

and the emergence of regimes of 
repression that recapitulate old 

techniques within the context of new, 
computerized environments?

What happens if we try to untangle the 
ideologies underlying this focus on crime? 

Now that the welfare system has been 
disestablished and no jobs are available 

for women who used welfare as a 
safety net, how will they find work?
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institutions that engage in repressive 
and totalitarian practices?

What should we think about a system 
that will, on the one hand, sacrifice social 

services, human compassion, housing 
and decent schools, mental health 

care and jobs, while on the other hand 
developing an ever larger and ever more 

profitable prison system that subjects 
ever larger numbers of people to daily 

regimes of coercion and abuse?

Why are some people sentenced 
to death and others are not? 

So what does it mean to assent to a 
system of punishment in which one’s 

economic status may very well determine 
whether one gets to live or die?

 
And why has immigration emerged 

as such a major problem?

disorders as they falsely claim 
to generate more security?

 
So what can we do?

What if students, faculty, and workers 
here thought about ways of creating lines 
of communication between college and 
university communities on the one hand 
and prison communities on the other?

What does it mean to claim that the 
United States of America is a democratic 

society, but that this democracy relies 
fundamentally on carceral institutions, 
as it also relies on the death penalty?

Where, indeed, are we headed, if people 
who consider themselves anti-racist can 

be seduced in this way to join the ranks of 
those who support capital punishment?

 
What does it mean to live in a 

democracy where there are closed 
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penalty, especially since imprisonment 
is traditionally posed as the logical and 

humane alternative to capital punishment?

What is a crime? 

How do you define crime?

The question is, what determines 
who has to pay for those crimes?

How did we allow this to happen? 

Have you ever looked at a prison 
and imagined what was happening 
on the other side of those walls? 

Have you ever looked at the razor wire 
and imagined what it might be like to live 

under those repressive conditions? 

Has it ever occurred to you that people 
just like you are in prison, people 
who may have made one mistake 

But what do they find here 
in the United States?

In Australia, who did I see in prison?

What would it mean to think about 
the issues of drugs more broadly, so 
as to simultaneously reflect on illicit 

and legal psychotropic drugs?

Why do we in this country find it so difficult 
to imagine a society in which prisons 

are not such a prominent feature of the 
geographical and social landscape?

But are you also aware of similar 
campaigns to abolish prisons? 

How many of you have heard 
of prison abolitionism?

What does it mean to embrace a strategy 
of prison abolitionism at the same time 

that we call for the abolition of the death 
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Can you recall any serious discussions 
prior to the passage of this bill either in 

Congress or in the larger public sphere?

Under these conditions, can we 
in good conscience claim that 

we live in a democracy?

Do you see the point?

We might ask, what kind of 
affirmative action is this?

What strategies can we use?

But what did we get instead?

Whom do we discover 
behind bars in Rome?

Even in those countries like the 
Netherlands and the Scandinavian 

countries where you expect to see only 
white people, whom do you see?

and never had the opportunity to get 
themselves back on the right track?

When Osama bin Laden becomes 
the personification of evil, who 

represents its twin force of good?

Why didn’t we think about building 
solidarity with people in Central Asia?

In Africa?

Why were so many people within 
the United States persuaded that 
the nation had to close down and 

behave like a fortress under siege?

Would it not have made more sense to 
reach out, expand, and build solidarity 
than to close oneself up in the house 
of the nation, pull out all the guns, and 

blast anyone who approaches? 
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Why, in the aftermath of September 
11, 2001, have we allowed our 

government to pursue unilateral policies 
and practices of global war?

Why have the official meanings of freedom 
and democracy and multiculturalism 

become increasingly restrictive? 

Why have they become so restrictive that 
it is difficult to disentangle their official 

meanings from the meaning of capitalism? 

How, then, do we reincorporate 
multiculturalism into this framework of 

torture and human rights violations in the 
presumptive service of democracy?

What was the ideological context into 
which these pictures were released? 

What, then, did people actually see in those 
photographs, especially when some of [the 
subjects] were depicted wearing hoods? 

Since the struggles against globalization 
and for peace are now so important, 
how can we begin to define those 

struggles so we can set an agenda?

With all the conservative backlash, 
do you think racism is always going 
to be perpetuated in this country?

How do I change myself?

“Why do you want to talk about prisons?”

About criminals?
 

“Why are you so concerned about them?”

What about the campaign to 
free Mumia Abu-Jamal?

How can we follow the lead of the 
international movement to free Mumia?
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Why is the effort to challenge sexism 
and homophobia in the military largely 
defined by the question of admission 
to existing hierarchies and not also a 

powerful critique of the institution itself? 

“How might we consider the visual 
representation of female bodies 

collaborating in acts of sexual torture—
forcing Arab men to engage in public 

masturbation, for example—as calling for a 
feminist analysis that challenges prevailing 

assumptions that the only possible 
relationship between women and violence 

requires women to be the victims?” 

“Why were we so quick to imagine 
the nation as the limit of human 

solidarity, precisely at a moment when 
people all over the world identified 

with our pain and suffering?”

Why was it not possible to receive that 
solidarity in a way that allowed us to 

What questions have shaped the practices 
through which we consumed those images? 

We inhabit a visual world, but have 
we learned to read and critically 

engage with those images? 

What were the dominant interpretations 
of these photographs?

Did we accept the interpretive framework 
for the photographs, which was created by 
the question: does the behavior depicted in 
the images constitute torture or does it not? 

Was this the work of a few aberrant 
individuals, or was it the consequence 

of decisions made higher up in 
the chain of command?

How did these pictures serve as a 
comment on the current status of 
democracy in the United States? 
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And how do we shrink the spaces haunted  
by racism in order to begin 

to send it on its way?

To what extent has the so-called 
war on terror and the current 

war in Iraq transformed the way 
racism manifests itself? 

And why do we have trouble 
perceiving that racism? 

Why do we have trouble perceiving 
the war in Iraq as a racist war? 

We learn every day what the 
death toll is, right? 

Why is that?

Why can’t we even have a national 
conversation about that? 

You see what I’m saying?

return it and to imagine ourselves more 
broadly as citizens of the world? 

How can we make the world secure 
from the ravages of global capitalism?

What would be the purpose of uniting 
the entire black community? 

How would one possibly bring people 
together across all the complicated 

lines of politics and class? 

Why is it that we learn to fear terrorism but 
not racism, not sexism, not homophobia?

Where does race live? 

Where does racism live? 

Where did it reside in the past? 
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What did the authors of the Thirteenth 
Amendment mean and intend?

Were they talking about slavery 
as human property?

Is that what they were talking about? 

Were they talking about forms of 
punishment, corporal punishment, 
all of those forms of punishment 

associated with slavery? 

Were they talking about the fact 
that slavery is non-citizenship? 

What were they talking about?

What is it that they sought to abolish? 

My people continued to have what 
we all refer to as second-class 

citizenship for a long time, right?

How many black women in this lecture 
hall have ever walked to the other side 
of the street if they see a young black 

man with baggy pants, the stereotype? 

How many people are in prison now? 

We always think of numbers as 
the hard evidence, right?

Have you heard about that? 

Why didn’t someone do that 
before the 2000 election?

There is a question about the victory, right?

Do you remember that? 

How can the law abolish an institution 
that had played such a role in shaping the 
destiny of this country in so many ways?
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options are so clearly presented to us 
when it comes for getting involved?

What has that freedom meant for 
people of African descent? 

What has that freedom meant 
for the black world? 

And what has been the relationship 
to communities that are differently 
racialized but which, nonetheless, 
suffer under cycles of oppression? 

What did it mean to be a former 
slave who was free? 

What did that freedom mean? 

Was it chattel slavery? 

Was it treating human beings as property?

If slavery had been abolished in 
its entirety, why did it take another 

hundred years for black people in the 
South to achieve the right to vote? 

What does it mean to have equal rights? 
Isn’t that the word we use when we 
talk about segregation, when we talk 
about that era of legalized racism?

Don’t we tend to talk about 
it as being overt? 

And I said, how can this be?

Do you know what I mean? 

What else do we do?

Shop, play video games, watch TV? 

We have plenty of options when it comes 
to modes of distraction, but how many 
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What about the fact that there 
are 2.2 million people behind 

bars on any given day?

How can we think about that 
structural racism? 

What is the relationship between the 
structural racism of slavery and the racism 

that is inscribed in the very processes 
that create trajectories that lead inevitably 
toward incarceration or higher education? 

We are encouraged to think about 
racial equality as produced by adopting 

postures of color-blindness, right? 

How is rehabilitation possible under 
conditions of total confinement? 

How is rehabilitation possible 
when there is no way that people 

can exercise their freedoms?

Human beings are still bought and 
sold and still treated as property, 
including people like Shaquille 

O’Neal, who just got traded, right? 

Was it about coerced labor? 

What about the whole scaffolding of 
racist ideology that was necessary to 

keep an entire people enslaved? 

Did that get abolished? 
So why do we assume that 

slavery was abolished? 

What have these generations of 
“freedom” meant since the passage 

of the Thirteenth Amendment? 

So what about felon 
disenfranchisement today? 
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We don’t ask ourselves why, 
where does that come from? 

If you go to Australia, who do you think 
you will discover in disproportionate 
numbers in the prisons there, in the 

women’s prisons especially? 

No matter what a person has been 
convicted of, does it make sense to 

house hundreds, sometimes thousands 
of people together, or separately in 

isolation cells, deprive them of contact 
with their families, deprive them of 

education, and then assume that this is 
going to help rehabilitate them and help 

them be a healthy part of society? 

How do we imagine and struggle for a 
democracy that does not spawn forms of 
terror, that does not spawn war, that does 

not need enemies for its sustenance?

But do we ever think about undocumented 
immigrants as Russian? 

Do we ever racialize them as white?
We tend to think slavery meant that black 
people were treated as property, right?

Can property be accountable?

 Can property be found culpable?
—Does that make sense?— 

What about people who are 
gender-nonconforming?

So what happens to them? 
Where do they go? 

Where does a transgender woman get 
sent or a transgender man get sent 

or someone who doesn’t necessarily 
identify as male or female?
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What would the world look like today, 
what would be the prospects for 

democracy, if ex-prisoners had been 
able to vote in the 2000 elections? 

Where did he get this idea from?

Why has neither political party 
spent much time discussing the 

contemporary state of civil rights? 

Will either of them insist on the 
inclusion of transgender people? 

What does it mean to demand the 
equal right to marriage without 

recognizing the role that marriage 
has played in the reproduction of 

race and gender inequalities?

If Don Imus and Michael Richards and 
Kelly Tilghman are publicly criticized for 

their racist comments, then shouldn’t there 
be an even more passionate resistance 

How do we imagine a democracy that 
does not thrive on this racism, that does 

not thrive on homophobia, that is not based 
on the rights of capitalist corporations 
to plunder the world’s economic and 
social and physical environments? 

What do I think about the elections?

How do we know that change is possible?

Could we have predicted the 
globalization of poverty and racism 

with which we now live?

Could we have foreseen the transmutation 
of the rhetorics and violences of anti-
communism into global war under the 

pretext of conquering terrorism? 

Could we have foreseen the emergence of 
a violent neoconservatism that thrives on 
white supremacy, patriarchy, xenophobia, 

Islamophobia, and heterosexism? 
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Why, then, is it so difficult to name 
these practices as racist? 

Why does the word “racist” have 
such an archaic ring to it, as if we 

were caught in a time warp? 

Why is it so difficult to name the crisis 
in imprisonment as a crisis of racism? 

Could it be that a black man is elected 
to the presidency, and all the barriers 

of racism come crashing down?

How many black presidents have 
they already experienced?

But where is the logic here?

All people who suffer the effects of 
discrimination according to race, 

gender, sexuality, disability, etc., have 
experienced progress; but have they 

to such racist humor when it happens 
under the cover of gay popular culture? 

“Where Do You Go to Be a Non-Citizen?”

“Where do you go to be a non- citizen?”

Where do you go to become a non-citizen?

How does the persistence of historical 
meanings of racism and its remedies 

prevent us from recognizing the complex 
ways in which racism clandestinely 

structures prevailing institutions, practices, 
and ideologies in this era of neoliberalism? 

What happens, however, when racism 
is expressed not through the words 

of individuals, but rather through 
institutional practices that are “mute,” 
to borrow the term Dana-Ain Davis 

uses, with respect to racism?
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How can we best open a conference 
whose theme is difficult dialogues? 

Where, for example, does a transgender 
woman figure into the hierarchy? 

Feminist? Who, me?

Why can’t it be simple?

What better text to begin with than 
Frederick Douglass’s autobiography?

Why do I mention this?

Who do you think is going 
to suffer as a result? 

Why do I say that Ferguson reminds us 
of the importance of a global context? 

But now, how do we talk about 
bringing various social justice struggles 

together, across national borders? 

been magically released from the 
conditions of their subjugation? 

So what is the significance 
of Obama’s election? 

Why did it not even occur to McCain 
to say that although Obama is not an 

Arab, there would be nothing wrong with 
an Arab running for the presidency?

Why, then, was it so difficult to have 
a sustained conversation on race 

during the election campaign? 

Why did “race” signify negativity, 
why did it signify chaos?

Why was it not possible to pursue some of 
the questions that Obama himself raised?

How do we define “black” or 
“African American”?
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Why are so many prisoners illiterate?

Why is it that the three largest psychiatric 
institutions in the country are jails in New 

York, Chicago, Los Angeles: Rikers Island, 
Cook County Jail, and L.A. County Jail?

Prisoners are able to make collect calls 
and so therefore how do you allow 

prisoners to participate in readings?

In the abolitionist movement I see 
particularly young men who have a very 

rich feminist perspective, and so how does 
one guarantee that that will happen?

What does it mean to model 
feminism as a man?

The question is, why there has not 
been up until now a serious effort to 
understand the impact of racism on 

institutions and on individual attitudes? 

How can we really create a framework that 
allows us to think these issues together and 
to organize around these issues together? 

Why is that person bad? 

What is the nature of that badness? 

What did the person do?
Why did the person do that?

Why is that kind of violence possible?

Why do men engage in such violent 
behavior against women? 

So how does one persuade 
people to think differently?

Why is there such a disproportionate 
number of Black people and 

people of color in prison?

Why is there so much illiteracy? 
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Why is it so difficult to imagine and 
acknowledge what must have been, 
among these Black women domestic 

workers, this amazing collective imagination 
of a future world without racial and 
gender and economic oppression? 

Has that film shown here? 

Do you remember one of the first 
scenes, which consists of a conversation 

with two Black soldiers?

And you know one of the things 
I remember thinking to myself 
was, what is this all about? 

What could I possibly do?

What interest would the FBI have in 
designating a sixty-six-year-old Black 
woman, who has lived quietly in Cuba 
for the last three and a half decades, 

as one of the most dangerous terrorists 

If one looks at the example of 
South Africa, who would have ever 
believed that de Klerk would take 
the position he ended up taking?

“Why hasn’t anyone told us 
about this before?” 

“Why hasn’t anyone told us this before?” 

But are we really free?

And I wonder, will we ever truly recognize 
the collective subject of history that was 
itself produced by radical organizing? 

How can we counteract the representation 
of historical agents as powerful individuals, 

powerful male individuals, in order to 
reveal the part played, for example, 
by Black women domestic workers 
in the Black freedom movement? 
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What might they expect to accomplish, 
other than causing new generations 

of activists to recoil in fear?

How could this category be rethought?

I guess there are some people in the house 
that attended that conference, am I right?

And we can ask ourselves in that 
context, why are trans women—and 
especially Black trans women who 
cannot easily pass—why are they 

considered so far outside the norm?

And so how to allow for surprises, and how 
do we make these surprises productive? 

And there are multiple feminisms, right?

Why should they deserve 
very much attention?

in the world—sharing space on the 
list with individuals whose alleged 

actions have provoked military assaults 
on Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria? 

“Where are the leaders?”

Does she not realize the extent to 
which such universal proclamations 

have always bolstered racism?

Why, we should ask, was it necessary 
to put a woman’s face on terrorism, 

especially in the aftermath of the tragic 
bombing of the Boston Marathon? 

Why was it necessary to put a Black 
face on terrorism, especially after initial 

news about the Boston bombing that the 
perpetrator was a Black man, or if not a 

Black man at least a dark-skinned man in 
a hoodie—the ghost of Trayvon Martin? 
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Everybody dies, right?
Where would we be today?

But the Ku Klux Klan was founded 
in the aftermath of slavery, right?

What did it mean during those days 
for people who had been historically 

subjugated and kept in chains to have the 
opportunity to express themselves freely?

Let’s remember that Trayvon Martin 
would have also been eighteen, right?

How many of you are familiar with the Ten- 
Point Program of the Black Panther Party? 

Didn’t we learn a great deal during 
that short period of time?

During the first election most people 
were myopically focused on the individual 

who was the candidate, right?

The personal is political—everybody 
remembers that, right?

Someone attacks us, verbally or 
otherwise, our response is what?

You remember that Don Imus called the 
Rutgers women’s basketball team “nappy-

headed hoes” about five years ago?

Right? 
Do you find that strange?

Do you?

Maybe another film? 

And I’m making this point because what 
happens when 2060 rolls around? 

Will people still be addressing 
these same issues?

So what? 
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Poor Black people, all they need to do 
is get married and suddenly all their 
problems are going to disappear? 

But how is it possible to solve the massive 
problem of racist state violence by calling 

upon individual police officers to bear 
the burden of that history and to assume 
that by prosecuting them, by exacting our 

revenge on them, we would have somehow 
made progress in eradicating racism?

How do we move beyond this 
framework of primarily focusing 

on individual perpetrators?

So why would Homeland Security 
suddenly decide that she is one of the Ten 

Most Wanted terrorists in the world? 

Why has that not been acknowledged 
as an era of terror?

What do we do about the fact that a 
majority of white men voted for Romney?

When did everybody become 
“middle class”?

Poor people—I mean if you can’t 
talk about the working class, how 
can you talk about poor people? 

How can you talk about 
unemployed people?

How can you talk about all of the 
people who’ve become a part of surplus 
populations created by global capitalism 
and the processes of deindustrialization 
that first began to happen in the 1980s?

You remember when Bush argued that 
what people need is to get married?
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Why should it?

Do you remember that incident?

Why has the disenfranchisement of people 
convicted of felonies become so much 
a part of the common sense thought 
structures of people in this country?

How might you feel if you were a 
poor person at the receiving end 

of the daily barrage of commercials 
about the miraculous powers of 
drugs available by prescription?

What kind of democracy do 
we currently inhabit?

How do we pose questions about the 
violence associated with the importation 

of U.S.-style democracy to Iraq? 

What kind of democracy is willing to 
treat human beings as refuse?

Is today the last day Starbucks will 
be available on this campus?

Where do perpetrators of intimate 
violence learn how to engage in 

the practices of violence?
Who teaches them that violence is okay?

Don’t we want to be able to imagine 
the expansion of freedom and justice 
in the world, as Hrant Dink urged us 

to do—in Turkey, in Palestine, in South 
Africa, in Germany, in Colombia, in 
Brazil, in the Philippines, in the US? 

Has the canon itself has been 
substantively transformed?

How do we imagine a better world 
and raise the questions that permit 

us to see beyond the given?

Where, for example, do Anna Julia Cooper 
and Ida B. Wells stand in these debates?
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to existing hierarchies and not also a 
powerful critique of the institution itself?

To naïve feminists?

Perhaps I would repose your question: 
What do women in those areas of 
the world that suffer most under 
Bush’s policy of global war have 

to say to western feminists?

What are the parallels between 
extraordinary rendition and the trafficking 

of prisoners across state borders?

In light of the global “war on terror,” 
what, then, are the prospects 

for prison abolitionism?

How, then, can the issue of torture be 
formulated so as not to authorize a 

justificatory practice that fails to consider 
the impact of torture on particular human 

beings, their bodies and minds?

“How this is possible?”

“How can this happen?”

A new racial contract in what sense?

Who is the most oppressed?

Why is it assumed that a non-Muslim 
man approached by a female interrogator 

dressed as a dominatrix, attempting to 
smear menstrual blood on him, would 

react any differently from a Muslim man?

Does this constitute torture or 
does it not constitute torture?

So how can we break out of that 
frame, moving beyond the question 
of what is and what is not torture?

Why is the effort to challenge sexism 
and homophobia in the military largely 
defined by the question of admission 
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What, then, would it mean to 
abolish the death penalty?

How would an accessible analysis of 
racism address the fact that a black 
women, previously National Security 

Advisor, is now Secretary of State, and 
that a Latino is Attorney General?

What would be the purpose of 
uniting the black community? 

How would one possibly bring people 
together across all of the complicated 

lines of politics and class?

Why does a country like South Africa, 
which is in the process, we hope, of 
building a just society—a non-racist, 

non-sexist, nonhomophobic society—
need the repressive technologies of 

the supermaximum prison? Why does 
Turkey need U.S.- style F-type prisons?

How does the meaning of torture shift 
in accordance with its targets?

Nude bodies piled in a pyramid; bodies 
compelled to simulate sexual acts; hooded 

heads—who are all of these people? 
Can we imagine them as workers, artists, 

educators, parents, children? Can we 
imagine ourselves in their places?

Or should we say capitalism?

Why were we so quick to imagine the 
nation as the limit of human solidarity, 
precisely at a moment when people all 
over the world identified with our pain 

and suffering? Why was it not possible to 
receive that solidarity in a way that allowed 

us to return it and to imagine ourselves 
more broadly as citizens of the world?

How can we help to make the world secure 
from the ravages of global capitalism?
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How can we successfully resist global 
capitalism and its drive for dominance?

Will they ignore the momentous 
contributions of Afro-American women, 
who have been leaders and activists in 
movements often confined to women 
of color, but whose accomplishments 
have invariably advanced the cause 

of white women as well?

Will the exclusionary policies of the 
mainstream women’s movement—from 

its inception to the present—which have 
often compelled Afro-American women to 
conduct their struggle for equality outside 
the ranks of that movement, continue to 
result in the systematic omission of our 

names from the roster of prominent leaders 
and activists of the women’s movement?

Will there continue to be two distinct 
continuums of the women’s movement, 
one visible and another invisible, one 

How do we recognize that the prison in 
Guantánamo, for example, or the Abu 
Ghraib prison just outside Baghdad, 
reflect and extend the normalization 
of torture within domestic prisons?

You mean in this particular moment?

Why are people still seduced by the 
fantasy represented by children’s 
cowboy and Indian costumes?

When organizing is subordinated 
to mobilizing, what do you do after 

the successful mobilization?
 

How can we produce a sense of 
belonging to communities in struggle 

that is not evaporated by the onslaught 
of our everyday routines? 

How do we build movements capable 
of generating the power to compel 

governments and corporations 
to curtail their violence? 
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Why, when Mondale—who at the time had 
not even intimated that he was entertaining 

the idea of a woman running mate—
was enthusiastically welcomed by these 

organizations, was Jesse Jackson not even 
invited to speak before their conventions?

And after Mondale did indicate that he 
would consider a woman for that position, 

why did neither organization suggest 
that he interview a Black woman, along 
with the white women they proposed?

But how many among Ferraro’s feminist 
supporters acknowledged or even 
recognized the extent to which the 

daring militancy of the Jackson campaign 
facilitated Ferraro’s ascension?

How many white feminists, because 
they were so swept up in the euphoria 
occasioned by the first-time nomination 
of a woman vice-presidential candidate 

on a major-party ticket, failed to 

publicly acknowledged and another ignored 
except by the conscious progeny of the 
working-class women—Black, Latina, 
Native American, Asian, and White—
who forged that hidden continuum?

How can we guarantee that this 
historical pattern is broken?

What were the underlying 
dynamics of the election?

Did they acknowledge, for example, 
that the mass movement galvanized 

by the 1984 Jesse Jackson candidacy 
played a pivotal role in the process by 

which a woman came to be included on 
a major presidential ticket for the first 

time in the history of this country?

Why, then, was he virtually ignored by both 
the National Organization for Women and 
the National Women’s Political Caucus?
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anatomical construction or of an immutable 
male psychological constitution, then 
how do we explain the fact that the 

countries that are now experiencing an 
epidemic of rape are precisely those 

advanced capitalist countries that face 
severe economic and social crises and 

are saturated with violence on all levels? 

Do men rape because they are men, or 
are they socialized by their own economic, 
social, and political oppression—as well 
as by the overall level of social violence 

in the country in which they live—to 
inflict sexual violence on women?

Thus, for each punished rapist, how 
many more would be lurking in our 

neighborhoods—indeed, in our 
workplaces and even in our homes?

Audre Lorde asks,
…with the best physical and 
psychic nourishment to repair

realize that their Black sisters had 
been excluded from this process? 

“Ain’t I a woman?”

Why, with all the raging controversy 
surrounding women’s right to abortion, 

has an equally burning question—that of 
women’s right to be free of sterilization 

abuse—been virtually ignored?

And how can we explain the fact that 
while there is presently no federal 

funding for abortions, over ninety percent 
of the cost of sterilization surgery is 
covered by the federal government?

Is a businessman asked to resist the 
encroachment of a robber in order 

to guarantee that his property rights 
will be protected by the courts?

If we assume that rape is simply a by-
product of maleness, a result of men’s 
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when, in the final analysis, we might all be 
annihilated in a nuclear conflagration?

And who are the financial 
supporters of the Pentagon? 

What is wrong with the Soviet Union 
wanting to cut back on military production 

in order to build more housing, 
provide more health care, subsidize 

more education for its people?

Would the withdrawal of welfare payments 
resurrect dead fathers, annul divorces, 

or cause unemployed husbands to 
return to their wives and children? 

Would it make sex education available 
to teenagers and bring into being 

safe, effective, and accessible 
contraceptive measures?

Where does a woman find the tenacity and 
resilience to endure more than two decades 
of unrelenting efforts by an avowedly racist 

past, and minimize future 
damage to my body? 

How do I give voice to my quests 
so that other women can take what 

they need from my experiences?

How do my experiences with cancer fit into 
the larger tapestry of my work as a Black 

woman, into the history of all women? 

And most of all, how do I fight the 
despair born of fear and anger and

powerlessness which is my 
greatest internal enemy?

How can we in good conscience separate 
ourselves from the fight for peace when 

nuclear bombs do not know how to 
engage in racial discrimination?

What purpose would be served by assisting 
our sisters and brothers in South Africa 
to overthrow Botha’s apartheid regime, 
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What about unemployment 
and economic inequities? 

What about militarization?
“How could I forget?”

“So how can you decide 
for us, so far away?”

Was I not in Egypt to learn about the 
way Egyptian women themselves 
interpreted the role of sexuality in 

their lives and their struggles? 

And was I not especially interested in 
their various responses to the unfortunate 

chauvinism characterizing attitudes in 
the capitalist countries toward the sexual 

dimension of Arab women’s lives?

Why, indeed, was not sex investigated 
in England or in the United States? 

government to shatter her commitment to 
her people’s freedom or, barring that, to 
drive her toward the brink of insanity?

What is the source of this woman’s 
unrelenting courage?

Is communism responsible for the 
atrocities in South Africa? 

Who, in truth, is the real enemy of people’s 
quests for freedom throughout the world?

Who, in truth, is responsible for the 
nuclear threat which looms over 

the very future of humanity?

Why, I wondered, was I so reluctant to 
leave this city that was the site of the 

international assembly marking the climax 
of the United Nations Decade for Women?

What about racism? 
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“Who needs a body unless he 
is a body without feeling?”

How many of you have ever imagined 
that after graduation there would be 
a well-paying, creative job awaiting 
you—or that a scholarship might 

enable you to attend college?

Who would want to work for what 
amounts to slave wages?

What is the political context of this crisis 
afflicting the Afro-American community?

“What is Africa to me?”

What are we talking about when we 
talk about American culture today?

How many workers ever get to the theatre?

How do we collectively acknowledge our 
popular cultural legacy and communicate 

Did the prevalence of female circumcision 
or the widespread adoption of the veil 

among urban women indicate that 
the most salient features of women’s 

oppression in Egypt were sexual?

Or was it simply in the interests 
of sensationalism that this 

topic was suggested?

Why does it upset us?

How could I honestly view these as 
anything more than token encounters?

How can women consider that they 
are not sexual objects if they cover 
their hair, their arms, and their legs?

“Who convinced you to wear it?” 

“Your parents, the radio…?”

“What are they going to do?”
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Do we dare imagine how many 
pioneering Black photographers there 
might have been had more favorable 

socioeconomic circumstances prevailed?

What was the posture of early Black 
photographers toward the collective 

predicament of Afro-American people?

Could this be the reason why the 
works and careers of the few early 

photographers appear entirely removed 
from the situations and aspirations of 

the masses of Afro-Americans? 

Where, in the works of daguerreotypist 
Jules Lion, was the Black population’s 

powerful yearning for freedom to be found? 

Did the photographic images of 
his Black contemporaries and 
immediate successors bear

witness, in any discernible manner, to 
the common dreams of an enslaved 

it to the masses of our people, most of 
whom have been denied access to the 

social spaces reserved for art and culture?

“Didn’t My Lord Deliver Daniel 
and Why Not Every Man?,”

What are the current prospects for 
the further expansion of an art that 
is not afraid to declare its partisan 

relationship to people’s struggles for 
economic, racial, and sexual equality?

How many prominent scientists, 
scholars, and artists have been banished 

from historical records for no other 
reason than their racial heritage, only 

to be revealed, shamefully late, as 
outstanding contributors in their fields?

But what about the untapped artistic 
potential of those millions of slaves?
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to recognize that photography could 
be a profoundly social art form, 

capable of generating human urges 
toward progressive change?

Did any of the early twentieth-century 
Black photographers attempt to record 
images reflecting the omnipresent and 

devastating racism of those years? 

How did Black photography address 
the 1906 race riots in Spring eld, 

Ohio, and Atlanta, Georgia—and the 
notorious assaults the same year on 
Black soldiers in Brownsville, Texas? 

Were any visual challenges inspired by the 
1916 lynching of Jesse Washington, who 

was burned to death in Waco, Texas, before 
a cheering crowd of fifteen thousand white 
people—men, women, and even children?

How many more images remain to be 
discovered that evoke the presence of and 

people, whose songs and struggles 
focused on their collective liberation?

How were they affected by the 
raging violence of racist mobs, 

those massacres of Black people 
euphemistically known as “race riots”? 

Were the images they recorded influenced 
at all by the knowledge that untold 

thousands of Black bodies had hung from 
trees or gone up in flames at the stake?

Were any Afro-American photographers 
inspired by Chesnutt’s example?

Yet was it really necessary to be familiar, 
for example, with Jacob Riis’s images 
of the poor and their environment in 

order to move toward the photographic 
documentation of oppression?

Was it necessary for Black photographers 
to look toward white models in order 
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What did his portraits of Che Guevara and 
Emiliano Zapata symbolize if not the bonds 

of those movements with the worldwide 
rising of the downtrodden and oppressed?

But were they also the norms according 
to which the slaves ordered their domestic 

relationships among themselves?

Why did so many women join 
the anti-slavery movement?

Was there something special about 
abolitionism that attracted nineteenth-

century white women as no other reform 
movement had been able to do?

Where did this young Quaker woman 
find her extraordinary strength and her 

astonishing ability to persevere in a 
dangerous situation of daily siege? 

If our principles are right, why 
should we be cowards? 

resistance to the terrible violence of 1917 
and the murderous Red Summer of 1919?

What Afro-American photographers sought 
to forge true Black images, pictures whose 
creative power could expose and condemn 

the evolving visual mythology of racism?

Where are the other images—those 
of Black people organizing, struggling, 

fighting back as sharecroppers and 
tenant farmers in rural Alabama?

As union militants in Detroit, for example, 
or as unemployed protesters in Chicago—

and as people, real human beings?

As a maturing, complex community of 
oppressed people in relentless pursuit of 
a humane collective existence, a pursuit 
that continued throughout the 1940’s 

and 1950’s to the present time?

Roy De Carava and how many more?
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the derogatory publicity about the 
Seneca Falls Convention? 

Were the grievances outlined in the 
Declaration of Sentiments and the 

demands put forth in the resolutions truly 
reflective of the problems and needs 
of the women of the United States?

But what about those women who 
worked for a living—the white 

women, for example, who operated 
the textile mills in the Northeast?

But what was the reality of mill life?

Was this a mere afterthought? 

A charitable gesture toward Charlotte 
Woodward and her working-class sisters? 

Or did the small contingent of working-
class women protest the exclusion of their 

interests from the original resolutions, 

Why should we wait for those who 
never have had the courage to maintain 

the inalienable rights of the slave?

How else could they convince the 
government to accept the signatures of 
voteless women if not by aggressively 

disputing the validity of their traditional exile 
from political activity? 

Why, my dear brothers, can you not 
see the deep laid scheme of the 
clergy against us as lecturers? 

What then can woman do for the slave, 
when she herself is under the feet of 

man and shamed into silence?

But what was it all about? 

How was the question of women’s 
equality defined other than by the 

suffrage issue which had prompted 
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lamps trimmed and burning, and when the 
constitutional door is open, avail ourselves 
of the strong arm and blue uniform of the 

black soldier to walk in by his side, and thus 
make the gap so wide that no privileged 
class could ever again close it against 
the humblest citizen of the republic?

Are we sure that he, once entrenched 
in all his inalienable rights, may not be 

an added power to hold us at bay?

Have not “black male citizens” been 
heard to say they doubted the wisdom of 
extending the right of suffrage to women? 

Why should the African prove more just and 
generous than his Saxon compeers? 

Now place this great army of refined 
and cultivated women on the one side, 

and on the other side the rising cloud of 
emancipated Africans, and in front of them 

the great emigrant band of the Emerald 

causing Lucretia Mott, the long-time anti-
slavery activist, to stand up on their behalf? 

“What if I am a woman?” 

“Ain’t I a Woman?”
“And ain’t I a woman?”

And ain’t I a woman?

And ain’t I a woman? 

And ain’t I a woman? 

Where did Christ come from?

Where did your Christ come from? 

“Ain’t I a Woman?”

“Ain’t I a woman?” 

As self-preservation is the first law of 
nature, would it not be wiser to keep our 
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“And at what hour does she finish at night?”

“At what work? Washing? Ironing? 
Sweeping? Making beds? Cooking? 

Washing dishes?
“What do you think most about?”

If this was your case what would you do? 

“Didn’t she come?” 

“Gone where?” 

“Why I went into the office and said to 
her, ‘You didn’t tell Miss Wells what I said 

about writing some letters for her?” 

“Well, why not?”

“And you think I was wrong in so doing?”

How could white suffragists argue 
in good faith that “for the sake of 

Isle, and is there force enough in our 
government to make it safe to give to the 
African and the Irishman the franchise? 

And will our force all fall, having done that?
“They are not, after all, fit to vote where 

the Irishman votes, and where the African 
votes?” 

Have we any true sense of justice, are we 
not dead to the sentiment of humanity if we 
shall wish to postpone his security against 

present woes and future enslavement 
till woman shall obtain political rights?

Are not Negroes servants?

“What is that nigger doing in here?” 

“How many hours a day does your 
maid stand upon her feet?”

“At what time does she rise?”
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“Are there any so stupid as to believe 
these outrages have been… heaped 

upon the Negro because he is black?”

Capitola, did you really go over there to 
Paris and see all those wonderful women 
and hear all those great talks, or was it 
just a dream that you were over there?

Did they know that “a colored man 
once said that if he owned Hell 

and Texas, he would prefer to rent 
out Texas and live in Hell …”?

“Anita, how do you regard 
the Communist Party? 

What has it come to mean to you?”

Where are the thousands upon thousands 
of Vietnam veterans who witnessed 
and participated in these horrors? 

expediency” they should “stoop to 
conquer on this color question?”

“Who can hesitate to decide, when 
the question lies between educated 

women and ignorant negroes?”
Our new possessions?

Did you speak?

How could Susan B. Anthony claim to 
believe in human rights and political equality 
and at the same time counsel the members 
of her organization to remain silent on the 

issue of racism? 

Wasn’t it glorious? 

Does it not make you burn with shame to be 
a mere black man when such mighty deeds 

are done by the Leaders of Civilization? 

Does it not make you 
“ashamed of your race”?
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Is it not therefore quite probable that 
these men of the capitalist and middle 

classes account for a significant 
proportion of the unreported rapes?

As for the abortion rights campaign 
itself, how could women of color 

fail to grasp its urgency?

Why were self-imposed abortions 
and reluctant acts of infanticide such 
common occurrences during slavery?

How did the birth control movement 
respond to Roosevelt’s accusation that 

their cause was promoting race suicide?

But you do, don’t you?

Is it possible that the record of the 
Nazis, throughout the years of their 

reign, may have been almost equaled by 
U.S. government-funded sterilizations 

in the space of a single year?

To what extent did those brutal 
experiences affect their attitudes 

toward women in general?

And what of the wolf whistle, Till’s 
‘gesture of adolescent bravado?

Who would dare to defend a rapist?

What was the reality behind this terribly 
powerful myth of the Black rapist?

What will Mary B. Talbert do next? 

What next will the colored American 
women do under her leadership?

But why are there so many anonymous 
rapists in the first place?

Might not this anonymity be a privilege 
enjoyed by men whose status 

protects them from prosecution?
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class and race, can be fundamentally 
defined by their domestic functions? 

Does it automatically follow that the 
housewife is actually a secret worker 

inside the capitalist production process?

Couldn’t one invoke a moral imperative 
for women’s right to be paid for the 
hours they devote to housework?

For how many of those women would 
actually be willing to reconcile themselves 

to deadening, never-ending household 
tasks, all for the sake of a wage?

Cannot, therefore, the “just housewife” 
role be most effectively challenged by 

demanding jobs for women on a level of 
equality with men and by pressing for the 
social services (child care, for example) 
and job benefits (maternity leaves, etc.) 

which will allow more women to
work outside the home?

But how many of these men have 
liberated themselves from the
assumption that housework 

is “women’s work”? 
How many of them would not characterize 

their housecleaning activities as 
“helping” their women partners?

If it were at all possible simultaneously 
to liquidate the idea that housework 

is women’s work and to redistribute it 
equally to men and women alike, would 
this constitute a satisfactory solution?

Freed from its exclusive affiliation with 
the female sex, would housework 
thereby cease to be oppressive?

Why the shroud of silence surrounding 
this potential of radically redefining 

the nature of domestic labor?

But does it automatically follow that 
women in general, regardless of their 
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Would wages diminish this boredom? 

Would the housewives who felt they 
were “going crazy staying at home” 

welcome the idea of being paid 
for driving themselves crazy? 

One woman complained that “staying 
at home all day is like being in
jail”—would wages tear down 

the walls of her jail?

What can we learn from women like 
Gertrude “Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and 
Billie Holiday that we may not be able to 

learn from Ida B. Wells, Anna Julia Cooper, 
and Mary Church Terrell? 

But he don’t mean me no good, why?

Why? 

Who’s that knocking on that door?

Is this a concrete strategy for women’s 
liberation or is it an unrealizable dream?
How are women supposed to conduct 

the initial struggle for wages?

But if women are to leave the 
home, where are they to go? 

How will they unite with other women? 

Will they really leave their homes 
motivated by no other desire than 

to protest their housework? 

Is it not much more realistic to call upon 
women to “leave home” in search of outside 
jobs—or at least to participate in a massive 

campaign for decent jobs for women?

(Do you like housework?)

(What would you say are the worst 
things about being a housewife?)
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Clara, who was that man I saw 
you with the other day?

Don’t you know that’s my man?

What, old gal?

See that suit he got on?

Is that you, honey?

Who’s back there?

Your man?

How do you git that way?

Child, don’t you know I’ll turn 
your damper down?

How ’bout it?

You see where it got me, don’t you? 

Me who?

Don’t you know I’m your wife?

What?! Wife?!

Ain’t that awful?

Why didn’t you stay? 

Honey, where you been so long? 

Is he true as stars above me? 
What kind of fool is you?

If he beats me or mistreats 
me, what is that to you?

Gee, ain’t it great to have a man 
that’s crazy over you?

Oh, do my sweet, sweet daddy love me? 
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If it wasn’t for the poor man, mister rich 
man, what would you do? 

Wasn’t I lucky when I got my time?
Who, indeed, is laughing at 

this poor woman? 

Is it her sisters, most of whom 
share the same plight? 

Is it her brothers, who often depend upon 
the pittance she brings in from such work 
as the only hope of the family’s survival? 

Or is there another presence in this song?

Who, we must ask in this interpretation, is 
the trickster, and who is made the fool? 

“Oh, do you know you ain’t made no money 
tonight?” 

Lord, who’m I gonna blame it on then?

“Did you ever wake up with your 
good man on your mind?”

“Is my town on this road?”

Is she in search of self-understanding?

Is she exploring the dilemmas created 
by the church’s condemnation

of sexual pleasure? 

Is she seeking a new social context 
within which she can function as a 

free and creative human being?

How many black people could listen to this 
evocation of whispering trees without being 
reminded of the thousands of lynchings in 
which trees became instruments of terror?

Why would Bessie Smith record 
such a song? 
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against the platitudinous ideological 
content of undistinguished contemporary 

love songs? 

Will the nights bring another to me?
But can that story unfold twice?

Lover, where can you be?

If that is how it goes, must it 
always be this way?

“What do you want to do with this?”

“What do you want me to 
do with that, man?”

“What’s Blackie going to sing?”

“What’s that nigger doing there?”

“Why don’t you sing that sexy 
song you’re so famous for?”

Shall I blame it on my nephew, 
blame it on that trouble of mine?

Shall I blame it on my lover, blame it on 
somebody else? 

Blues, please tell me do I 
have to die a slave?

Blues, please tell me do I have to die a 
slave? 

Make it talk, make it sing, Lordy, where did 
you get that tone? 

“Son, what’s the matter? Are you ill?”

“A who?” 

But what does she care when 
a woman loves a man?

How can we interpret the creation of 
complex works of art that work with and 
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Would I scream out at the people 
passing in the streets, only to have 

them pretend not to hear me as I once 
pretended not to hear those women?

“Are you Spanish?”

Wasn’t anybody going to do anything? 

Were they going to let her have the 
baby right here in this dump? 

What would happen to the 
infant once it was born? 

Would it be placed in an orphanage 
while she did her time?

“What?”

“Where?”

“Do you want some coffee?”

Los Angeles police? 

FBI?

What if we had misunderstood the house 
number and this was the wrong place?

Was it my sister they were talking about?

Wouldn’t it have been more logical for 
them to make the arrest downstairs?

“Angela Davis?” 

“Are you Angela Davis?”

“Are you Angela Davis?” 

“Angela Davis?” 

“Angela Davis?”

“Miss Davis, would you like a cigarette?”
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Or had I been judged a mental case?

Who were her friends, she wanted 
me to tell her, and who were the ones 

who wanted to put her away?

How could the woman next door 
to me even begin to be cured if the 

psychologist treating her was not aware 
of the way in which racism, like an ancient 

plague, infects every joint, muscle and 
tissue of social life in this country?

What about George, John and Fleeta, 
and my codefendant, Ruchell Magee, 

who had endured far worse than I 
could ever expect to grapple with?

What about Charles Jordan and 
his bout with that medieval strip-

cell in Soledad Prison? 

What about those who had given their 
lives—Jonathan, McClain and Christmas?

“Is there any black coffee?”

My father’s lawyer?

“Can you work on the case?”

Who could even contemplate raising 
$250,000 to get me out of jail?

How could I indulge even the faintest 
inclination toward self pity?

Did Margaret and John know 
about this third court session?

Hasn’t anyone explained the rules of 4b?

A book or a magazine? 

How could they be used to 
inflict injury on oneself? 

And toilet paper?
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Would they drop that phony 
murder charge? 

Would she go home?

What would happen to her?

Would she write her book 
exposing the House of D.?

Would it continue?

Would they continue to try to break her will?

Did they expect an airborne battle? 

Is that why they called on the Air Force?

What if I tripped while I was 
walking toward the plane?

“Do you think I’m going to flush 
myself down the toilet?”

“Mickey?” 

Was there some maniac the jailers let 
loose at night to pester the women?

“What did you think of my grandfather?”
“Angela, what does ‘imperialism’ mean?”

“You mean treating people in 
other countries the way Black 

people are treated here?”

How were the sisters responding 
to the attitude toward Black women 

manifested in some of his early letters?

Were they too willing to go 
to bat for the enemy?

Was I heading for the airport or would 
the extradition be carried out by train—

or by car, as had been the case with 
Bobby Seale some months ago?
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“Is something funny?”

Could I accustom myself to being 
around them all the time?

Whitelist?

“What were you doing at that Communist 
Youth Festival this summer?”

“Don’t you know how we feel 
about Communists?”

“Don’t you know what we 
do to Communists?”

“Do you really want to study philosophy?”

Where are my people?

Why the arrests?

What does that mean?

What would happen to my mother, 
my father, Reggie, Benny, Fania?

But had there ever really been such a time? 

Hadn’t the people on that airplane always 
been there, holding us with hatred in 
their eyes, preying upon our lives?

I have a home in that rock, don’t you see?

Wasn’t she being lowered into the 
same soil where our ancestors had 
fought so passionately for freedom?

Why were they looking for 
my friend’s father?

“What can I do for you pretty young ladies?”

Where were we from, what were we doing 
in the States and what on earth had brought 

us to a place like Birmingham, Alabama?
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How could we seriously assume a 
posture of unbiased observers?

“Are the people ready to 
pronounce their verdict?”

Was this going to be a reenactment 
of the McCarthy purges?

Or was it that the fear of communism 
was so powerful that it could 

engender compromises of principle 
and concessions of all the things 
we had fought so hard to attain?

Could the final downfall 
have been avoided? 

What had we done wrong? 

Could we have brought the majority 
of the staff over to our side? 

“How many times have you arrested 
Jehovah’s Witnesses distributing 

their religious literature?”

“Could you be a little more explicit and 
a little clearer in your explanation of the 
reasons for the arrests of our friends?”

“What do you girls do for a living?”

What were they thinking? 

Were we prostitutes, drug users, 
robbers, or had we gotten caught 

in a confidence game?

“Have you heard about the people down 
south who got arrested because they 

wanted to know about the law?”

Where were we to go from there?

(Prostrate with his hands 
cuffed behind him?)
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“You want me to testify in your defense?”

“What is a Black man to do, when he has 
applied for jobs day in and day out, when 

his unemployment insurance is running out, 
when he can’t pay his exorbitant rent for 
his rundown apartment, when his wife is 

desperate, when his children are hungry?” 

“What is he to do?”

Why had it taken so long to 
return the indictments?

What were we prepared to do to prevent 
the consummation of the conspiracy?

How could I possibly find time to be 
active on a day-to-day basis in the 

Soledad Brothers Defense Committee?

Could there be bribery behind 
pink veined Vienna marble? 

Could we have convinced them to 
withdraw from the national organization?

What Is To Be Done? 

“What’s wrong with you all?”

But what was the right issue?

What was the most magnetic 
and most dramatic issue?

(Were they going to receive 
guerrilla training?)

Wasn’t it possible to get a passport 
on some kind of emergency basis?

“Are you Angela Davis?”

“What do you mean?”

Did he realize what he was saying? 

Why had the voices told him to kill me?
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“Where do you want the trial to take place?”

Do you understand?

Did he know that I was now in California?

What did a “Nine ninety-five” have 
to do with my life and the attempt to 
rescue it from the death chamber?

Who could believe that they seriously 
regarded me as such an enormous threat?

Did they think I was going to run for it?

“Where’s the razor blade?”

“What happened to the razor 
blade in your newspaper?”

“What razor blade?”

“What newspaper?”

Could the sound of footsteps on 
those glistening floors be that of any 

other than the most righteous? 

How could those massive doors 
open onto any but the most fair 
and compassionate litigation?

“Angela, did you get my letter?”

“The note you sent to the house last week?”

“You didn’t get it yet?”

“Do you know her?”

“What’s all the noise about?”

“Can’t anyone get some 
sleep around here?”

“Is there anything sentimental or 
otherwise wrong with that?”
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“Are you sure everything is all right?” 

“How was your dinner?” 

“Do you have any complaints?” 

“Would you like anything in 
particular tomorrow?”

But who was he?

“Bail hearing?”
“What kind of bail hearing?”

Don’t you realize that this undercuts 
the whole legal basis for Judge 

Arnason’s denial of bail?

If not, why would he shy away from 
holding the hearing before the public?

Where was the money and property 
for the bond coming from?

How many times had George said that 
the war declared on him by his jailers 

could break out into open combat 
at the slightest provocation?

“George?”

“He’s not…?”

Who on earth would believe that the 
tale about the wig justified all the 

violence unleashed on the prisoners?

How could my trial take place 
in the Civic Center, next door to 

Judge Haley’s courtroom?

Would there ever come a time when 
I would finally be booked out?

“You people just don’t know what it 
means to behave like humans, do you?”

“Miss Davis, is there anything you need?” 
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“Could you tell us what a subversive 
type of thing is, in your opinion?”

What did we suggest be done?

Had she been reached in some way 
by the movement for my freedom?

What about the little Black girl friend 
her daughter had not been allowed 

to bring home as a child?
What about the Black boyfriend?

Was she prepared to listen to her daughter 
and all the other witnesses we could 
uncover make these accusations on 

the witness stand, before the court, the 
spectators, the press and the world?

Why not George?

Had I put it forcefully enough 
for them to retain our analysis of 

the facts—or would they 

Why me and not the others?

What did he mean?

“Angela, are you really free?”

What should I do?

Should I play it safe and follow 
the judge’s order to the t?

For some selfish concern for this little bit 
of freedom, should I ignore the sisters 
and brothers who had given so much?

How many mug shots did this make?

“Don’t you know that you have marred 
the reputation of this university by 
accepting rides from strangers?”

“And when you say force, what are you 
referring to? What do you mean?”
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“In other words, it is more important 
to prevent the escape than to save 

human life. Is that correct?”

Why did your mother offer you reprimands 
instead of the flaming sword?

“How are you doing, you old hag?”

“What have you been up to, you 
crazy yellow-haired brat?”
Had he been there often?

Had she seen me moving into 
the flat, bringing my things in 

a white station wagon?

Had he moved the things upstairs?

“Do you spend a good deal 
of time at work?”

remember only the neat little scheme 
the prosecutor had provided?

“And to be certain I understand the 
significance of that policy, sir, does that 

policy mean that if people are attempting 
to escape, and if they have hostages, and if 
the guards are able to prevent that escape, 
that they are to prevent that escape even 
if it means that every hostage is killed?”

“And that means, whether they are 
holding one judge or five judges, or one 
woman or twenty women or one child or 

twenty children, that the policy of the San 
Quentin guards is that, at all costs, they 
must prevent the escape. Is that right?”

“All right. Even if they are holding other 
officers who work at the institution, 

that should not deter the San Quentin 
correctional officers from preventing 
an escape at all costs. Is that right?”
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“So you have seen an awful lot of 
Black women with Afro hair styles?”

“How many light-complexioned Black 
people have you had the experience 

of seeing in your lifetime?”

“Is that one of the things that 
helped you identify her?”

“Anything else?”

“Is there a certain kind of face that ‘colored 
people,’ in your opinion, usually have?”

“Faces are flatter?”

“And Miss Davis’ face was not flat, and 
that made her unusual. Is that right?”

“Mr. Flemming, don’t you think that 
all colored people look alike?”

Did they realize that I had been 
writing about Otelia Young and all her 

sisters in the struggle for survival?

“Do you have any experience in having 
seen Black women with Afro hair styles?”

“Have you seen them many 
times in your life?”

“All right, and how long would you 
say that the Afro hair style has been a 
popular hair style for Black women?”

“And I take it that during that period 
of time you have seen many Black 
women wearing Afro hair styles? 

“Would that be a fair statement?”

“You mean all of the people that come 
into your station wear Afro hair styles?”
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“What’s going on?” “What does 
the judge want with me?”

“Miss Davis? Where are you?”

But why would she have called in 
the first place if she didn’t want 
him to know where we were?

“Why?”
—A verdict? Jury tampering? Threats?—

What if there had been a threat—and 
it was about to be carried out?


